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Abstract

This thesis demonstrates the utilization of FPGA chip in hybrid energy storage system (HESS) and motor control, which contains four sections. 1. In order to compensate for such mismatches, a HESS composed of battery and ultracapacitor (UC) is presented in this thesis. To optimize the power allocation in the HESS, a global-level fuzzy logic-based power management strategy is proposed. It has the following objectives: 1) manage the power distribution between the battery and the UC to achieve power balance without over charging/discharging the two sources; 2) make full use of the nature of the two sources to smooth out power fluctuation and extend the lifespan of batteries. Case studies are provided under various scenarios. 2. This thesis not only considered the PV-involved system, it also considered hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) system issues, which means we also developed two fuzzy logic power management strategies for HEV-involved system. The goal is to investigate the effect of two fuzzy logic strategy when considering battery degradation. In that case, the battery degradation model is presented and compared. The simulation results verified that one of the proposed strategy can greatly reduce the battery degradation. 3. Due to the fluctuation and instability of photovoltaic (PV) output power, mismatches between the power supply and the power demand may occur in a stand-alone PV system. In order to test the potential of FPGA chip, both fuzzy algorithm and field-oriented control (FOC) algorithm are implemented in FPGA. The digital design of each fuzzy logic stage is presented. The results validate the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy logic-based power management strategy. 4. For FOC algorithm implementation, the goal is to utilize the rapidity of the FPGA chip to generate
high-frequency PWM signals for power converter board. Both simulation and hardware results are presented, which shows the advancement of FPGA chip.
Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Review of HESS system in EV application*

Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs) and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) are receiving more attention than ever before because of their low emissions of greenhouse gases and high fuel economy [1]-[2]. We can expect a major energy demands shift from fossil fuels to electricity for road transportation in the next 20 years [3]. The energy storage system (ESS) is an indispensable component for the adoption of HEV and PHEV technology. For our study, we choose the battery and ultracapacitor combined hybrid energy storage system (HESS) given its varieties of benefits over single-source ESS [4]. The advantages of battery/ultracapacitor HESS over the traditional battery-based ESS can be summarized as below.

1. The capacity requirement for batteries or the number of batteries can be lowered because it does not need to be sized to satisfy the peak value of the power profile, thus the system cost is reduced;

2. The efficiency of HESS is higher than single-source ESS. Based on the RTDS simulation results presented in [5], the Joule loss of HESS is only 65% of those of battery-only ESS in a time period of 200 seconds, the size of the HESS will be reduced due to less batteries are needed.

* These sections or chapters are part of my published work with title "A fuzzy logic based power management strategy for hybrid energy storage system in hybrid electric vehicles considering battery degradation"
3. The life of the batteries will be extended. It is the nature that the high-frequency high-magnitude pulse power will shorten the cycle life of batteries. With ultracapacitors providing and absorbing the pulsed power for vehicle acceleration and breaking, the battery power can be viewed as “filtered” since $\frac{di}{dt}$ of charging or discharging process will be limited and the SOC will be controlled. This will, as a result, extend the life span of the HESS.

1.2 Review of HESS configurations in EV application

The system configuration of HESS can be grouped into three major categories: cascade, parallel and multi-input configurations. For cascade configuration, it can be further divided into one-converter cascade and two-converter cascade structures.

There are there variations for one-converter cascaded configuration as shown in Fig. 1(a)-(e). For the Battery-UC-DC/DC structure (Fig. 1(a)), although the DC bus voltage can be regulated by the DC/DC converter, the battery voltage has to follow the UC voltage due to the lack of interface between those two. The battery current also has to charge the UC before provide power to the motor [6]. Instead, if we put the DC/DC converter in between the battery pack and UC with either the battery pack or the UC directly interfacing the DC bus (Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c)), the number of cells is large in order to match the high DC bus voltage. Thus, cell balancing issue may occur and additional balancing circuit or BMS is needed. In addition, the UC cannot be fully utilized for the structure shown in Fig. 1(b). The three structures mentioned above can be improved by adding another converter as shown in Fig. 1(d) and (e). The trade-off is that two full-size converters are needed and the control is more complicated.
Figure 1. HESS configuration in EV application

For the parallel configuration, both the battery pack and the ultracapacitor are equipped with two converters to interface with the DC bus. Although two full-size converters are needed, the power flow of battery and ultracapacitor can be controlled separately, allowing flexibility for power management. The system can also be easily scaled up. Thus, we placed our scope on the parallel structure as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Battery/Ultracapacitor parallel configuration

1.3 Review of PV involved HESS system

Sustainable energy resources, especially solar power, have drawn tremendous interests in recent decades. However, the stability of the photovoltaic (PV) output power cannot be guaranteed because of the variation of the operating conditions such as temperature, solar radiation and partial shading effects [7]. Fig. 3 shows a typical 24-hour PV output power and residential load power
profile. It shows that the PV output power curve is changing dramatically and the load power curve is relatively placid. In addition, the mismatch between the power supply and the power demand is unavoidable, especially for the cloudy days. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate for such mismatches in an optimal way, which is one of the motivation of our work. The energy storage system (ESS) is an indispensable component for the PV system. For our study, we choose the battery and ultracapacitor combined hybrid energy storage system (HESS).

1.4 Review of PV system configuration

The PV system configuration can be grouped into four types in general. The features of each type are listed as below. 1) PV only system [9]: the instability of PV power will stress the main power bus in that there is no power grid connected. The wide range input caused by DC or AC bus fluctuation will bring more challenges for the power electronics devices. Besides, the surplus power or deficient power cannot be preserved or compensated due to the lack of storage device. The PV only configuration can be seen in fig. 4(a) 2) PV-battery system [10]: Given the nature of the battery which is high energy density, it is a good candidate for smoothing out low frequency power [11]. In other words, it can effectively preserve and compensate slow moving surplus power and deficient power. However, batteries may suffer from the degradation issue when exposed to
high fluctuating power profile. In this case, the battery lifetime tends to be shortened [12]. The PV-battery configurations are shown in fig. 4(b)(c) (3) PV-ultracapacitor (UC) system [13]: Given the nature of the UC which is high power density, it is a good candidate for smoothing out the pulsed power, which will alleviate the voltage stress on the main bus and converter. However, UCs can deplete or saturate very quickly due to the low energy density. Thus, it is not suitable for providing long-time lasting and constant power. The PV-UC configuration is shown in fig. 4(d) (4) PV-battery-UC system [14]: It is a PV system in combination of high energy density battery and high-power density UC, which has the following advantages.

1. It can effectively smooth out the high frequency and low frequency fluctuating PV power;
2. The main voltage bus is easier to stabilize;
3. Because the surplus power can be stored, it will make full use of PV output power;
4. With UC, the battery power can be viewed as “filtered” since $\frac{di}{dt}$ of charging/discharging rate will be limited. This will, as result, extend the life span of the battery.

The PV-battery-UC configuration can be seen in fig. 4(e)(f). Through carefully comparison, in this thesis, the battery and UC combined HESS is selected for the stand-alone PV system.
1.5 Review of Structure of Fuzzy Logic System

Basically, fuzzy control is a type of digital control. Therefore, the structure of the fuzzy logic system is similar with the normal digital control system, which has the diagram shows in Fig. 5.
1. The fuzzy logic controller. It is the core part of the whole fuzzy control system. According to the requirements of the system, the digital realization can be fulfilled by MCU, DSP or FPGA.

2. The inputs/outputs interface. It contains the Analog-to-Digital converter (A/D) and Digital-to-Analog converter (D/A). A/D converts the analog input to digital output and send it to the fuzzy logic controller, the output of fuzzy logic controller will send the value to D/A and the analog output will be executed by actuator. In inputs/outputs interface, besides the A/D and D/A, the level shift circuit is required too.

4. Actuator & Controlled object. Typically, the actuator and the controlled object are integrated together. The type of controlled object can be varying: linear or nonlinear, time variant or time invariant, single variable or multiple variables, with delay or without delay, with turbulence or without turbulence. In our design, the controlled object are batteries and UCs.

5. Transducer. Transducers are often employed at the boundaries of automation, measurement, and control systems, where electrical signals are converted to and from other physical quantities. It plays a vital role in fuzzy system. The precision and resolution of the transducer can determine the performance of whole system.

1.6 Proposed fuzzy logic power management strategy*

In order to optimize the power distribution between the battery and the UC, the fuzzy algorithm, which was developed based on Zadeh’s fuzzy set theory [15], is utilized here. Fuzzy system is suitable for complex nonlinear scenario with multiple variables. Its robustness and superior real-time performance make it a practical choice for various applications. Many researchers use fuzzy concept to design the controller in converter level. The associated power electronics design can follow [16] and [17], which use “error” and “change rate in error” as the input of fuzzy logic
controller. The controller outputs determine the value of the control variables in the plants, such as duty ratio, pulse density, or phase shift, etc., depending on the topologies. A comparative study between boost converter controllers is been presented in [18], which demonstrates the efficiency and robustness of fuzzy logic control compared to traditional linear control. However, few works implemented fuzzy logic in global level design. In [19] and [20], the authors developed math equations to fulfill the power flow control in global level. This method needs precise mathematical models and in nonlinear and unpredictable process, it is tedious and time consuming to find the precise mathematical model, let alone developing equations based on the model. Fuzzy-logic, however, is more suitable for global level design. Since it uses the experiences and intuition of human, it can deal with complex cases with the system has multiple inputs and multiple outputs. The suggested topology of proposed fuzzy-logic strategy is shown in Fig. 6, which can be utilized in either DC or AC power distribution configurations as long as the structure of system is parallel. The load can be either AC or DC as well. This demonstrates the compatibility of proposed fuzzy-logic strategy.

Figure 6. Suggested system configuration
1.7 Digital realization of fuzzy logic algorithm using FPGA technology

With the increasing of the development of the Electronic Design Automation (EDA) technology, FPGA is receiving more attention than ever before due to its high compactness and high speed. In addition, the feasibility of modular design makes FPGA capable of new and complex algorithms like fuzzy logic algorithm [21-22]. There are researchers implemented FPGA on variable speed generators [23], MPPT controller [24], air-conditioning system [25], damped pendulum system [26] and so on. All of them are using single variable single output fuzzy system. There are few literatures addresses multiple inputs multiple outputs fuzzy system in global-level, let alone for HESS. This is another motivation of our work.

When developing a FPGA control system, there is an unavoidable procedure: function verification. Typically, the verification is carry out by Matlab/Simulink environment and the majority of simulation is executed by Modelsim software. In this fuzzy logic algorithm, for example, the design procedure can be divided into five parts: 1. Build the fuzzy logic model in the Simulink and do the simulation; 2. Write the HDL code for corresponding FPGA chip; 3. Synthesis the code by using specific software (i.e. QuartusPrime) and transfer it into RTL code; 4. Do gate-level or timing simulation by using Modelsim software; 5. Compare the results between Matlab and Modelsim, and then download the code into the FPGA chip. Fig. 7. Shows the flow chat of the design procedure. The FPGA-in-the-loop (FIL) technology is a derivative of Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) technology, which can achieve communication between FPGA and Simulink. The advantages of adopting FIL is that the step 3 and 4 in design procedure can be skipped. The testing signal can be directly generated by Simulink. Through Ethernet or JTAG interface, the testing signals are directly transferred back and forth between FPGA and Simulink. Therefore, FIL can shorten the development cycle and reduce the research expenses.
1.8 Model-based FOC algorithm using FPGA technology

Due to the good characteristics of PMSM, it is widely used in many fields from daily life to sophisticated technology. The control algorithm is the key factor that affects the performance of PMSM. FOC algorithm is commonly regarded as the best method to control the PMSM. However, given the complexity of FOC algorithm and it requires real time feedback of position and angle information, traditional MCU cannot meet this requirement. Thus, people use DSP to fulfill the FOC algorithm for a long time. However, in some cases which require abundant I/O resources such as multi-motor control, the single DSP chip cannot meet the requirement either. In this scenario, people have to use two DSP chips, one for control algorithm and another for floating
calculation, to improve the performance of the system. This in result lower the cost-effectiveness of the whole system.

Since the nature of FPGA is high flexibility and abundant resources, it is a good candidate for FOC algorithm. Especially, by utilizing FPGA technology, the frequency of output PWM can be increased to 100 kHz. For traditional DSP chip, the switching frequency is only around 10 kHz. Typically, the PWM signals are sent to the inverter board and the high frequency PWM makes the SiC-based inverter possible. This will bring us the following advantages:

- Increased switching frequency
- Low total harmonic distortion in machine phase current
- Increased fundamental frequency
- Increased machine pole numbers
- Reduction in machine weight

1.9 Organization of Thesis

Chapter 2 gives an analysis on the principle of the proposed fuzzy-logic management strategy in PV application. Chapter 3 provides the fuzzy logic power management strategy in EV application. Chapter 4 provides the digital realization of fuzzy algorithm by using VHDL language. Chapter 5 shows the model-based FOC algorithm design using. Chapter 6 concludes the contributions and the future work of this thesis.
Chapter 2 A Fuzzy Logic Power Management Strategy for HESS in PV Application

2.1 The Overall Scheme

Given the nature of ultracapacitor is high power density and being able to endure fast charging and discharging rates and the nature of batteries are high energy density and being able to constantly provide or absorb power, it is an optimal choice that the battery provides average power and ultracapacitor will engaged during high magnitude high frequency power. A basic control strategy limits power provided by the battery. When below certain threshold, the battery works unaided. When demanded power crosses the threshold, ultracapacitor starts to charge/discharge. It is worth pointing out that the minimization of the additional cost of battery storage can be achieved by an appropriate power distribution strategy. The guidelines of power flow management are summarized as follows: 1. When the absolute value of power demand is constant and small, the power is only provided by the batteries unless they are over discharged (<25%) or over charged (>80%); 2. When the absolute value of power demand fluctuates dramatically, the power is mainly provided/absorbed by UC unless they are over discharged (<20%) or over charged (>85%); 3. If the UC is fully charged/discharged, batteries will be in charge for smoothing out the power fluctuation. Here, the demanded power is defined as the difference between PV output power and load power. The equation can be expressed as (1).

\[ P_{dem} = P_{load} - P_{pv} \] (1)
The details of the power distribution are shown in Fig. 8. The arrows represent the direction of power flow and the size of arrows indicates the relative amount of power. A general schematic of fuzzy system is shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed that the fuzzy logic controller has four inputs and two outputs. The inputs are: the error between the actual bus voltage and the reference value (Vbuserr), power demand (Pdem), the UC’s voltage (Ucap) and the state of charge of the battery (SOC). The outputs are: the reference for the battery output power (Pbat) and the reference for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_{dem}$ is positive small</th>
<th>$P_{dem}$ is positive large</th>
<th>$P_{dem}$ is negative small</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 8. The power flow diagram*

power flow and the size of arrows indicates the relative amount of power. A general schematic of fuzzy system is shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed that the fuzzy logic controller has four inputs and two outputs. The inputs are: the error between the actual bus voltage and the reference value ($V_{buserr}$), power demand ($P_{dem}$), the UC’s voltage ($U_{cap}$) and the state of charge of the battery (SOC). The outputs are: the reference for the battery output power ($P_{bat}$) and the reference for the
UC output power (Pcap). The Vbuserr information is used to stabilize the bus voltage. The Mamdani-type model is implemented in this Chapter.

![Figure 9. Overall scheme of fuzzy system](image)

### 2.2 The Design of Proposed Fuzzy Logic Strategy

A fuzzy logic controller can achieve mapping from input variables to output variables, which is the core part of a fuzzy system. Typically, a fuzzy logic system includes three parts: the fuzzifier (fuzzification), the rule evaluator (rule inference) and the defuzzifier (defuzzification), as shown in Fig. 10. I will illustrate each part in detail in the following.

![Figure 10. The composition of fuzzy system](image)
2.2.1 Fuzzification

The fuzzification is the first stage of fuzzy logic system. Given the fact that the value received from sensor is always crispy value, we need to convert this crispy value into fuzzy sets before carrying out the rule evaluation. In this stage, the fuzzy sets of inputs and outputs should be defined. Let us take the fluctuation of DC bus voltage as an example. In our design, the fluctuation range of DC bus voltage is set to -30 V to 30 V. This fluctuation range is called the universal disclosure of the corresponding fuzzy sets. Typically, the universal disclosure is divided into five parts: negative large (NL), negative small (NS), zero (Z), positive small (PS) and positive large (PL). In this case, we define “NL” as -30 V, “NS” as -15 V, “Z” as 0 V, “PS” as 15 V and “PL” as 30 V. After defined the fuzzy sets of inputs and outputs, the membership function for each input and output should be formed. There are many different types of membership functions. Among them, the triangle type, the trapezoidal type, the gauss type and pendulum type are commonly used. However, the gauss type and pendulum type function are hard to implemented in digital world. Besides, the performance of trapezoidal type and triangle type function is almost the same as the gauss type and pendulum type function. For simplicity and effectivity consideration, the triangle type function is selected. Figure 11 shows the membership functions of inputs: (a) Vbuserr, (b) Pdem, (c) SOC, (d) Ucap.

![Figure 11. The membership functions of inputs: (a) Vbuserr, (b) Pdem, (c) SOC, (d) Ucap](image-url)
shape membership function is utilized to describe “Vbuserr” fuzzy set, which can be seen from Fig. 11.

2.2.2 Fuzzy Inference

The fuzzy inference is the second stage of the fuzzy logic system. There are many fuzzy inference methods, the Mamdani and Zadeh methods are commonly used. The difference between these two methods is the determination of fuzzy relation. However, when do the aggregation, they follow the same discipline. Here, the Mamdani method is utilized in our design, which contains a rule base with 20 rules. Typically, AND, OR and Not operators are used for the antecedent of rules. The IF-THEN rules with antecedent operators can have the form shows below:

\[
\text{IF } x \text{ is } A \text{ AND } y \text{ is } B \text{ THEN } z \text{ is } C
\]

\[
\text{IF } x \text{ is NOT } A \text{ OR } y \text{ is NOT } B \text{ THEN } z \text{ is } C
\]

Here, AND means the minimum of two items, OR means the maximum of two items. For our fuzzy logic strategy, all the three operators are utilized.

The details of the fuzzy rules are listed in Table I. The weight of each rule is 1. For rules 1-9, they are independent from inputs “Pdem” and are designed for stabilizing the AC or DC bus; For rules 10-14, they are independent from the inputs “Buserr” and are designed for compensating the mismatch power; Rules 15-18 described the case when ultracapacitors are overcharged/discharged and batteries are under normal status, then batteries will be forced to provide/absorb power. For the last two rules 19-20, they are designed for the extreme scenario. In this case, both the battery and the ultracapacitor will make their effort to guarantee the power balance.
### TABLE I. FUZZY RULES OF THE RULE BASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Buserr</th>
<th>Logical Operator</th>
<th>Pdem</th>
<th>Logical Operator</th>
<th>SOc</th>
<th>Logical Operator</th>
<th>Ucap</th>
<th>PBAT</th>
<th>PCAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>OVER</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>OVER</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>UNDER</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT UNDER</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>NOT OVER</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2.3 Defuzzification

The defuzzification is the third stage of the fuzzy logic controller. It converts the fuzzy values into a crisp value for output. The methods for defuzzification are various. They are centroid method, height method, weighted average method, middle of maximum method, center of sums method, center of largest area method and smallest (largest) of maximum method. The most prevalent and
physically appealing of all the defuzzification methods is Center of Gravity (COG), which is shown in Fig. 12, the equation is shown in (2). The merits of this method are as following: 1. It in line with the human intuition; 2. It consists most of the information in fuzzy sets so that the results are more promising; 3. In Matlab/Simulink, COG method is a built-in method thus it is easy to evaluate. Therefore, COG method is selected in this chapter.

\[
COG = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\text{no. of rules}} \text{grade}_i \times \text{center of grade}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{\text{no. of rules}} \text{grade}_i} \tag{2}
\]

For the outputs membership function, we determined the universal disclosure of the “Pbat” and “Pcap”. Since the UC will absorb/release more power than batteries, the disclosure range of “Pcap” is larger than “Pbat”. Here, the triangle type function is selected, which shows in Fig. 13.

![Figure 13. The concept of COG method](image)

![Figure 12. The outputs membership function: (a) Pbat, (b) Pcap](image)
2.3 Simulation Results

In order to verify the proposed power management strategy, the fuzzy logic system model has been developed in Matlab/Simulink. The power level of a scaled-down PV system is set at 1 kW. Five scenarios have been studied: 1. When SOC of the batteries and the voltage of UC are below normal status; 2. When the batteries are overcharged; 3. When the batteries are over discharged; 4. When the UC is over discharged; 5. When the UC is overcharged. The assumptive “Pload” and “Ppv” profiles, which are based on 1000s-scale, are generated to simulate the actual PV power characteristics. Fig. 14 shows the normal scenario. In this case, the power range of battery is well limited to make the “Pbat” curve placid. At the meantime, batteries are able to smooth out low frequency and low magnitude power demands such as shown from 250s to 400s.

For Fig. 15, because the SOC of the battery is very low, the battery only absorbs power rather than providing power at the beginning. Fig.16 shows the opposite scenario compared with Fig. 15, which means the SOC of battery is too high and cannot absorb power any more. Fig.17 shows that
the UC’s voltage is too high to absorb the power and Fig.18 shows the cases when UC’s voltage is too low to release.

Figure 15. The power distribution when batteries are over-discharged

Figure 16. The power distribution when UC are over-charged
The simulation results demonstrate that the PV power is well smoothed out by the storage devices. Besides, the batteries absorb/release the least pulse power, which greatly helps extend the life span of HESS.
Chapter 3: A Fuzzy Logic based Power Management Strategy for HESS in HEVs Application Considering Battery Degradation

3.1 Analysis of Fuzzy Logic Power Management Strategy in HEVs

A general schematic of fuzzy logic control is shown in Fig. 19. From the control scheme, the fuzzy interface has five inputs and two outputs variables, which is a MIMO system. In [27], the author gave us a good example of using fuzzy logic controller to do power management in HEV application. However, [27] did not consider the effect of fuzzy logic strategy when considering battery degradation.

![Diagram of overall scheme for HESS in HEV application](image)

Figure 19. Overall scheme for HESS in HEV application

For our study, the input variables are: output voltage of the hybrid DC link error (Udc_err), power load (P_load), ultracapacitors voltage (Ucap), normalized speed (V2) range from 0 to 1 and the UC’s state of charge (SOC). The membership function of the inputs is shown in Fig. 20. Since the zero-order Sugeno model is implemented, the output membership functions are constant values for both “Pbat” and “Pcap”: neg_L=-40, neg_S=-20, zero=0, pos_S=20, pos_L=40.
Here, two types of fuzzy logic are presented. Firstly, a fuzzy logic-based “balanced” strategy is proposed. In this case, the power flow between battery and ultra-capacitor obeys the rules as follows:

1. Batteries will provide the required power when the speed of car is constant; 2. Ultracapacitors provide required power during acceleration unless they are over discharged (<45%); 3. Ultracapacitors absorb power during braking unless they are over charged (>90%); 4. If ultracapacitors are fully charged/discharged, battery will provide the power for acceleration and capture the energy from regenerative braking. The detailed set of rules for fuzzy logic controller are shown below. The end value of each rule indicates the weight.

1. If \( Uerr \) is pos_L then \( Pbat \) is neg_L \( Pcap \) is zero) (1)
2. If \( Uerr \) is pos_S then \( Pbat \) is neg_S \( Pcap \) is zero) (0.5)
3. If \( Uerr \) is zero then \( Pbat \) is zero \( Pcap \) is zero) (1)
4. If ($U_{err}$ is neg_S) and ($U_{cap}$ is not over) then ($P_{bat}$ is zero)($P_{cap}$ is pos_S) (1)

5. If ($U_{err}$ is neg_L) and ($U_{cap}$ is not over) then ($P_{bat}$ is zero)($P_{cap}$ is pos_L) (1)

6. If ($U_{err}$ is neg_S) and ($U_{cap}$ is over) then ($P_{bat}$ is pos_S)($P_{cap}$ is zero) (0.5)

7. If ($U_{err}$ is neg_L) and ($U_{cap}$ is over) then ($P_{bat}$ is pos_L)($P_{cap}$ is zero) (1)

8. If ($P_{load}$ is large) and ($U_{cap}$ is not under) then ($P_{bat}$ is zero)($P_{cap}$ is neg_L) (1)

9. If ($P_{load}$ is small) and ($speed^2$ is high) and ($U_{cap}$ is not under) then ($P_{bat}$ is zero)($P_{cap}$ is neg_S) (0.25)

10. If ($P_{load}$ is neg_zero) and ($speed^2$ is low) and ($U_{cap}$ is not under) then ($P_{bat}$ is zero)($P_{cap}$ is neg_S) (0.05)

11. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is max) and ($speed^2$ is low) then ($P_{bat}$ is Pos_L)($P_{cap}$ is neg_L) (0.125)

12. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is not zero+low+mid) and ($speed^2$ is high) then ($P_{bat}$ is Pos_L)($P_{cap}$ is neg_L) (0.125)

13. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is not (zero+low) and ($speed^2$ is max) then ($P_{bat}$ is Pos_L)($P_{cap}$ is neg_L) (0.125)

14. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is zero+low) and ($speed^2$ is max) then ($P_{bat}$ is Pos_L)($P_{cap}$ is Neg_L) (0.05)

15. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is high) and ($speed^2$ is zero) then ($P_{bat}$ is neg_L)($P_{cap}$ is pos_L) (0.1)

16. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is zero+low+mid) and ($speed^2$ is low) then ($P_{bat}$ is neg_L)($P_{cap}$ is pos_L) (0.125)

17. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is zero+low) and ($speed^2$ is high) then ($P_{bat}$ is neg_L)($P_{cap}$ is pos_L) (0.125)

18. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is mid) and ($speed^2$ is high) then ($P_{bat}$ is neg_L)($P_{cap}$ is Pos_L) (0.08)

19. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is zero+low+mid) and ($speed^2$ is zero) then ($P_{bat}$ is neg_L)($P_{cap}$ is pos_L) (0.2)

20. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is zero+low) and ($speed^2$ is low) then ($P_{bat}$ is neg_L)($P_{cap}$ is Pos_L) (0.1)

21. If ($U_{cap}^2$ is zero) and ($speed^2$ is high) then ($P_{bat}$ is neg_L)($P_{cap}$ is pos_L) (0.1)
For rules 1-8, they are independent from inputs “SOC” and “Speed". The rest of the rules are designed to maintain the SOC of ultracapacitor at a reasonable value. However, since lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries take up a good percentage of vehicle cost, which was already discussed in section I, we always want to make the degradation of battery as less as possible. In this case, an optimized fuzzy logic-based “cost-effective” strategy is developed by sacrificing the life time of ultracapacitor. The detailed set of rules are shown below. The rules 15-21 are working as the voltage limiter of UC. Thus, these rules were changed to meet the requirement.

15. If \((U_{cap}^2 \text{ is high})\) and \((\text{speed}^2 \text{ is zero})\) then \((P_{bat} \text{ is neg}_L)(P_{cap} \text{ is zero})\) (0.1)

16. If \((U_{cap}^2 \text{ is zero+low+mid})\) and \((\text{speed}^2 \text{ is low})\) then \((P_{bat} \text{ is neg}_L)(P_{cap} \text{ is zero})\) (0.125)

17. If \((U_{cap}^2 \text{ is zero+low})\) and \((\text{speed}^2 \text{ is high})\) then \((P_{bat} \text{ is neg}_L)(P_{cap} \text{ is zero})\) (0.125)

18. If \((U_{cap}^2 \text{ is mid})\) and \((\text{speed}^2 \text{ is high})\) then \((P_{bat} \text{ is neg}_L)(P_{cap} \text{ is zero})\) (0.08)

19. If \((U_{cap}^2 \text{ is zero+low+mid})\) and \((\text{speed}^2 \text{ is zero})\) then \((P_{bat} \text{ is neg}_L)(P_{cap} \text{ is zero})\) (0.2)

20. If \((U_{cap}^2 \text{ is zero+low})\) and \((\text{speed}^2 \text{ is low})\) then \((P_{bat} \text{ is neg}_L)(P_{cap} \text{ is zero})\) (0.1)

21. If \((U_{cap}^2 \text{ is zero})\) and \((\text{speed}^2 \text{ is high})\) then \((P_{bat} \text{ is neg}_L)(P_{cap} \text{ is zero})\) (0.1)

The results of these two fuzzy logic strategies will be discussed in simulation results. Furthermore, for the given five inputs, the behaviors of “SOC” and “speed^2” are with the most concern. On the one hand, the SOC of ultracapacitor and the speed of car are two significant factors when doing power distribution; on the other hand, the nonlinearity of the system makes them very complicated to control. However, the fuzzy logic control is designed to address the issue mentioned above. In addition, it has significant benefits over traditional control method, i.e., PID. Fig. 21 shows the relationship of “SOC”, “speed2” and “P_bat”.
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3.2 Analysis of Lithium-ion Battery Degradation Model

It is one of our objectives to justify the impact of fuzzy logic control strategy on the battery lifetime. For battery choosing, we have compared the characteristics of different types of batteries. The requirements of electrified vehicle brought us challenge in energy and power density, SOC window and cycle life, charge/discharge rate, operating temperature and safety. Table II lists the theoretical and practical performance of battery technologies [28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Neg Elec</th>
<th>Pos Elec</th>
<th>OCV</th>
<th>Theoretical Ah/kg</th>
<th>Theoretical Wh/kg</th>
<th>Practical Wh/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pb-acid</td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>PbO₂</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>20-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel-Cadmium</td>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>NiOOH</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>40-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-metal Hydride</td>
<td>MH</td>
<td>NiOOH</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>60-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium-Metal Chloride (300C)</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>NiCL₂</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>80-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium-Ion</td>
<td>LiₓC₆</td>
<td>LiₓMO₂</td>
<td>4.2 (4.0) to 3.0</td>
<td>95@ x=0.6</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>150-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium polymer</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>VOₓ</td>
<td>3.3 (2.6) to 2.0</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It can be observed that Lithium-ion battery has larger energy density and power density. For example, LiNiCoAlO$_2$ 4.5V/cell is already used for automotive applications. Lithium-ion batteries have good discharge power performance across some nominal temperature band centered at room temperature [28]. Thus, we choose lithium-ion battery as one source of the HESS.

Given that lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries take up a good percentage of vehicle cost [29-30], the battery degradation during charge/discharge optimization is extremely important. [30] has predicted that in 2017, the cost of the ultracapacitor-based system is less than the cost of the current best solution (double absorbed glass mat (2xAGM) batteries), and is only about 20% more expensive than the traditional dual starting-lighting-ignition (2xSLI) solution. Thus, a combination of battery and ultracapacitor would lower the system cost in a large extent compared to battery-only storage system.

Models to predict battery life from limited test data have fallen into two types [31]. The first type is the model of the detailed chemistry of the cell, which requires extensive computation facilities. It can predict certain time and temperature effects accurately, but do not agree well with cycle life test data. However, it is very hard to build the accurate model even we have all the characteristics of battery. The second type is the empirical model, which fits test data to equivalent circuit models. Besides, it uses power law relationships that fit a limited range of parameters. Although it lacks theoretical basics, it is more conceptual and has computational simplicity and relative high accuracy [32]. We have implemented the battery degradation model proposed in [33], which is an empirical model. Typically, there are three types of degradation. They are temperature-related degradation [34], SOC-related degradation [35] and depth of discharge (DOD) degradation [36]. For temperature-related degradation, the temperature change produced by a given charge profile is approximated as a linear function of charge power. The equation is defined as below:
Where $\Delta L$ is the lifetime degradation due to the charge cycle being evaluated per unit time, and $L$ is the total battery lifetime if the charge cycle under evaluation were repeated until the battery’s end of life. $\Delta L/L$ is battery life expended as a fraction of total lifetime, $R_{th}$ is the thermal resistance of the battery pack and $T_{amb}$ is the ambient temperature. For SOC-related degradation, the following linear fit equation is derived from the data in [38] for the cost of one hour during which the average SOC is $SOC_{avg}$:

$$\frac{\Delta L}{L} = \frac{m \times SOC_{avg} - d}{CF_{max} \times 15 \times 8760}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Here $CF_{max}$ is the capacity fade at the battery end of life (EOL) which we have taken above to be 100% - $Q_{EOL}/Q_0 = 20\%$. The $SOC_{avg}$ are limited by the vehicle’s battery protection controls to a desired range (30%-90%). For DOD-related degradation, [38] define $ETL$ as the lifetime energy throughput (a function of $\Delta SOC_{avg}$), $E_{T,used}$ as the total change in the remaining energy throughput due to a cycle, and $E_{T,base}$ as the minimum energy throughput required to recharge the battery. The battery degradation is then:

$$\frac{\Delta L}{L} = \frac{E_{T,used} - E_{T,base}}{E_{T,base}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

The performance and expected lifetime of a battery are greatly impacted by the temperature at which the battery operates [39]. Basically, the higher the temperature, the shorter the battery life time. Since the temperature takes up a major percentage of battery degradation in our system, we selected “P_bat”, which reflects the charge/discharge behavior of battery, as a reference to see how the temperature fluctuation of battery influence the battery lifetime. Thus, the temperature-related degradation is selected.
3.3 Simulation Results

In order to acquire the performance of the proposed control scheme, a simulation model has been developed in Matlab/Simulink. The driving cycles we chose are provided by United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) and were derived using statistical method from the vehicle speed profile captured in major cities. Here, we selected the New York speed cycle and the Urban speed cycle for case study. Specifically, the New York speed cycle indicates the low speed scenario and the Urban speed cycle indicates the high-speed scenario. Table III presents the parameters regarding vehicle studied.

Table III. Vehicle Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass (vehicle only)</td>
<td>1500 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max speed</td>
<td>45km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium battery storage</td>
<td>10kW/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultracapacitor value</td>
<td>1.76F (initial voltage: 475V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic coefficient</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling friction coefficient</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade/Slope</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results of power distribution between the battery and ultracapacitor and the battery degradation curve are shown in Fig. 22-24. Two types of control strategy as mentioned previously are compared. The battery degradation under New York speed cycle is presented here. For Fig. 23, we limited the battery power and make ultracapacitor reaching its full potential. Specifically, the power range of battery is well limited from -10kW to 10kW to make the “P_bat” curve as placid as possible. For the battery degradation, the end value of curve shows the $\Delta L/L$ with one-year (8760 hours) driving under specific driving cycle.
Figure 22. The power distribution under New York speed cycle (balanced strategy)

Figure 23. the power distribution under ECE speed cycle (cost-effective)
It can be observed from the simulation results that the optimized fuzzy logic control strategy has less battery degradation (17%) than original fuzzy logic control (29%). To further test the performance of our proposed fuzzy logic control strategy, we implemented several high-speed cycles from US EPA. Fig. 25-27 shows the simulation results. For the Fig. 25, we can see that the system works very well at low speed range (0-150s). However, when the speed of car continues to go up (150-300s), some extremely high and low power occurs (marked by red cycle). In this case, neither battery nor ultracapacitor can provide or absorb these powers. According to the power flow equation from (1), the engine of car starts working at this time to provide the rest of power needed.

Fig. 26-27 shows the similar condition as Fig. 25. Although our system has positive effects on both low speed scenarios and high-speed scenarios, it is more suitable for the low speed cases.
Figure 25. The power distribution under ECE speed cycle

Figure 26. The power distribution under highway speed cycle

Figure 27. The power distribution under urban speed cycle
Chapter 4 Digital Realization of Fuzzy Logic Algorithm

4.1 The digital design flow

Typically, there are two types of design methods in digital world: the top-down method and the bottom-up method. The majority of traditional design method is bottom-up, which has the following procedures: 1. Determine the bottom-level modules as well as the structure and the function of fundamental components; 2. Based on the requirements of the main system, each basic module is composed in a specific manner to satisfy the higher-level specifications; 3. Repeat procedure 1 and 2 until meet the requirements of the whole system. The feature of this method is that the accessibility of bottom hardware should be addressed and the characteristics of each basic module should be clarified. Therefore, it lacks efficiency. The procedures of the top-down method are listed as following: 1. Determine the main function of the whole system and divide the whole system into different modules; 2. Realize each basic module and compose them to a higher-level module until the whole system is built. The top-down method is more efficient than the bottom-top method and more applicable in the modern control. The flow chat of designing fuzzy logic power management strategy using FPGA are shown in Fig. 28.
4.2 The Architecture of Fuzzy System

In digital world, all the values are represented in binary form. In our study, the 8-bit binary number which representing “0-255” is used for describing the proposed FLC [40]. In this case, the disclosure of universe is restricted from X”00” to X”FF” (the “X” sign indicates hexadecimal number representation). In this Chapter, the proposed fuzzy logic power management strategy for PV application is taken for an example.
4.2.1 Fuzzification

The fuzzification is the first stage of the fuzzy logic system. For our design, it contains four input membership functions and each membership function outputs two corresponding grades when input value is detected. Fig. 29 shows the membership functions of inputs. As can be seen from the figure, all the universe of discourses and the membership grades are limited from X“00” to X“FF”, which makes the VHDL coding possible. “NL”, “NS”, “Z”, “PS” and “PL” represents “negative large”, “negative small”, “zero”, “positive small” and “positive large”. Fig. 30 shows the formation of the membership function. Here, the trapezoidal type is studied. The formation

![Figure 29. The membership functions of inputs: (a) Vbuserr, (b) Pdem, (c) SOC, (d) Ucap](image-url)

![Figure 30. Formation of the membership function](image-url)
procedures can be divided into two steps. First step is to define the location of the points (a, b, c and d). Specifically, if the point b and c are at the same position, then it becomes the triangle type.

The second step is to define the corresponding degree of the membership when input detected. For example, if the input is located on a-b section. The grade of this input is defined as below:

$$grade = XFF - (input_{value} - a) \cdot slope1$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The core code of forming the membership function is shown in Fig. 31.

![VHDL Code](image)

Figure 31. VHDL Code for membership function's position definition (left) and degree definition (right)

The RTL of the fuzzifier is presented in Fig. 32, the four inputs value and the eight membership grades value will be collected by the rule evaluator.

![Architecture](image)

Figure 32. The architecture of fuzzifier
4.2.2 Rule Evaluator

The Rule evaluator is the second stage of the fuzzy logic controller. It contains a rule base with 20 rules. Here, AND and NOT operators are used for the antecedent of rules. Thus the “find max” function and “find min” function should be built at first place for the rule evaluator. The “not” function is a build-in function and can be called directly. The core code of “find max” and “find min” functions is shown in Fig. 33. The core code for building IF-THEN rules is shown in Fig. 34.

![Figure 34. VHDL Code for “find max” function (left) and “find min” function (right)](image)

```vhdl
function min(a,b: in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)): std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) is
    begin
        if (a < b) then return a;
        else return b;
    end if;
end function min;

function max(a,b: in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)): std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) is
    begin
        if (a > b) then return a;
        else return b;
    end if;
end function max;
```

![Figure 33. VHDL Code for IF-THEN rules](image)

```vhdl
process (clock) begin
    if (clock'event and clock='1') then
        if (buser=x"00" and buser=x"40") and (uacap=x"00" and uacap=x"0F") and (soc=x"00" and soc=x"C3")
            then psl <= gradel;
            else psl <= x"00";
        end if;
    end if;
end process;
```

Here, each rule is carried out by each process and each process is triggered by the same system clock. In that case, all the rules can be evaluated simultaneously, which is the key characteristic of FPGA chip. The outputs of each rule will be compared in a specific aggregation method. The RTL of rule evaluator is shown in Fig. 35.
4.2.3 Defuzzification

The defuzzifier is the third stage of the fuzzy logic controller. It converts the fuzzy values into a crisp value for output. In Chapter 2, the COG method is utilized for defuzzification. The COG method can make full use of the information of fuzzy sets and it is a comprehensive consideration. However, the drawback of this method is that the integral operator will take up too much resources of FPGA chip and lower the calculation speed. Therefore, an advanced method called Weighted Average (WA) is used for our study, as shown in Fig. 36. The equation for WA method is expressed as (7).
This method only involves additive and division, which makes the VHDL coding more applicable. The only limitation is that it is valid for symmetrical output membership functions, as shown in Fig. 37.

\[ MA = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\text{no. of rules}} \text{grade}_i \times \text{center of grade}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{\text{no. of rules}} \text{grade}_i} \]  

Figure 37. The membership functions of outputs: (a) Pbat, (b) Pcap

The defuzzifier contains one aggregator and two dividers. The method for aggregation is MAX method and two dividers output “Pbat” and “Pcap” respectively. The core code for aggregation is shown in Fig. 38. The RTL of defuzzifier is shown in Fig. 39.

```vhdl
NL <= NL1;
NS <= maximum(maximum(NS1,NS2),maximum(NS3,NS4));
SS <= maximum(maximum(SS1,SS2),maximum(SS3,SS4));
PS <= maximum(maximum(PS1,PS2),maximum(PS3,PS4));
PL <= maximum(PL1,PL2);
```

Figure 38. VHDL Code for aggregation

Figure 39. The architecture of defuzzifier
4.2.4 Top level of fuzzy system

After done the individual module design, the final step is to connect them together. Fig.40 shows the top-level representation of the fuzzy system. The VHDL code is successfully synthesized. The Modelsim simulation software is used to verify the digital realization of proposed fuzzy logic strategy. Here, several sets of inputs value which based on each scenario are selected. Fig.41 shows the FPGA simulation results. The comparison between Matlab results and FPGA results are listed in table IV (“M” means “Matlab”, “F” means “FPGA”). The max error is 3%, which is a reasonable value.

Figure 40. Simulation results of FPGA

Figure 41. The top-level architecture of fuzzy interface
TABLE IV. THE COMPARISON RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>buserr</th>
<th>pdem</th>
<th>SOC</th>
<th>Ucap</th>
<th>Pbat (M)</th>
<th>Pbat (F)</th>
<th>Pcap (M)</th>
<th>Pcap (F)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-49.9</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-91.6</td>
<td>-89</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-400</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-49.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-183</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-183</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>-103</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 FIL simulation results

In Chapter 2, the proposed fuzzy logic power management strategy has been verified. In this section, the FIL simulation results are presented. Fig. 42 is the EP3C5E144C8 board used for FIL simulation and the right figure represents the FIL block in Simulink. The communication between computer and FPGA chip is achieved by JTAG interface. Similar to the simulation in Chapter 2,
PV power characteristics. The results are shown in Fig. 43-47, which indicated that the difference between Matlab Simulation results and FPGA results is minors (see Chapter 2 for comparison). Thus, the digital realization of proposed fuzzy logic power management strategy has been done.

Figure 43. the power distribution when two sources are under normal status (FIL)

Figure 44. the power distribution when batteries are over-charged (FIL)
Figure 45. The power distribution when batteries are over-discharged (FIL)

Figure 46. The power distribution when UC are over-discharged

Figure 47. The power distribution when UC are over-charged
Chapter 5 The Model-based FOC design using FPGA chip

5.1 Scheme of Simulink model-based design

When utilizing FPGA technology, programming is unavoidable for researchers and engineers. The traditional workflow of the design using hand-coding to program the FPGA chip, which is time-consuming and tedious. Besides, the debugging process is annoying and sometimes requires simulation tool (Modelsim) to do the verification. Thus, the automatic code generation feature is among the top concern for developers and designers.

HDL Coder is an Add-on which provided by Matlab. It can generate portable, synthesizable Verilog and VHDL code from MATLAB functions, Simulink models, and Stateflow charts. The generated HDL code can be used for FPGA programming or ASIC prototyping and design [41]. In Chapter 3 we introduced the FIL function for direct communication between FPGA chip and Simulink. With HDL Coder, we can even build the model of algorithm in Simulink and automatically generate the HDL code. In this case, all the design procedures can be carried out in Matlab/Simulink environment, which achieves the seamless design flow. In addition, to reduce the resource utilization and improve the performance, HDL Coder provide us the optimization method such as pipeline optimization. This method can guarantee the time is constrained and the speed requirement is met.

It needs to be mentioned that HDL Coder only support fixed-point data type. Therefore, we have to convert the floating-point model into fixed-point model by using Fixed-point Designer. The
goal of Fixed-point Designer is to determine the proper word length and fraction length for data stream.

In short, by using HDL Coder (or similar tools) can greatly shrink down the time span of the design and put more emphasis on algorithm optimization and parameters tuning process, which free programmers from hand-coding.

5.2 PMSM Modeling

A mathematical model of the PM in the rotor reference frame is described by (1),

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{d} &= R_{s}i_{d} + L_{d}\frac{di_{d}}{dt} - \omega_{r}L_{q}i_{q} \\
V_{q} &= R_{s}i_{q} + L_{q}\frac{di_{q}}{dt} + \omega_{r}L_{d}i_{d} + \omega_{r}\psi_{m}
\end{align*}
\]  

(8)

where \(V_{d}, V_{q}, i_{d}, i_{q}\) are the stator d and q axis voltage, current in the rotor reference frame, respectively.

\(R_{s}\) stands for the stator resistance, \(L_{d}, L_{q}\) stand for the d and q axis inductance, \(\omega_{r}\) is the angular velocity, and \(\psi_{m}\) is the permanent magnet flux leakage.

The current loop control of PMSM drive based on a FOC approach. If \(i_{d}\) is forced to 0, the PMSM will be decoupled and controlling a PMSM is like controlling a DC motor. After decoupling, the motor’s torque is proportional to \(i_{q}\)

\[
T_{e} = \frac{3N_{p}B}{4}\lambda_{m}i_{q}
\]  

(9)

5.3 Structure of FOC

FOC, also called Vector Control, is a variable frequency drive (VFD) control method that the stator currents are treated as two orthogonal components by de-coupling process [42]. One of the components is the torque of the motor and another is the magnetic flux. By controlling the two components independently, the speed or the torque can be regulated. Proportional-Integral (PI) controller is utilized to controlling the speed and the torque. Typically, the dual close loop is
utilized for speed mode control, in which the inner loop is torque loop and the outer loop is the speed loop. Basically, The FOC control of PMSM contents four stages: Clarke Transform, Park Transform, Inverse Park Transform and Space-Vector PWM (SVPWM), which is shown in Fig. 48. The quadrature encoder interface is used for position and speed feedback.

![Figure 48. The structure of FOC](image)

### 5.3.1 Clarke Transform

Clarke transform, also called abc-αβ transform, is the first stage of the FOC. It projects the three-phase current into two stationary d and q axis. The relationship between input currents and output currents is shown in (8).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
i_\alpha \\
i_\beta
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\sqrt{3}} \begin{bmatrix}1 & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} \\
0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}i_a \\
i_b \\
i_c
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(10)

In Simulink, it is convenient to build this mathematical model by using Constant, Product and Add components in HDL Coder tool box. The Clarke transform model can be seen in Fig. 49.
5.3.2 Park Transform

Park Transform is the second stage of FOC, the goal of Park transform is to transfer the stationary d and q axis into rotary d and q axis without changing the angle relationship between them. The expression of this transform is shown as (9).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
 id \\
 iq
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
 \cos \theta & \sin \theta & 0 \\
 -\sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
 i\alpha \\
 i\beta
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(11)

In order to implement the Park Transform in Simulink, besides the Product and Add math operators, the Trigonometric Function has to be used for axis rotation. The range of this function is from 0 to \(2\pi\) in radius unit.
5.3.3 Inverse Park Transform

Inverse Park Transform, also called αβ-abc Transform, is the third stage of FOC. The goal of this stage is to transfer the stationary-relative rotor into stationary-relative stator by inverse transformation of Park Transform. The equation can be seen in (10).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_a \\
V_b
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta & \sin \theta & 0 \\
-\sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
\begin{bmatrix}
id \\
\imath_q
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(12)

The model for Invert Park Transform is similar to Park Transform, as shown in Fig. 51.

5.3.4 SVPWM

SVPWM is the fourth stage of FOC, which uses the principle of mean equivalency. In one switching period, the average voltage is equal to the given voltage vector by combining the basic voltage vectors. At the specific point, the voltage vector rotates into an area that vector can be obtained in different combinations between two adjacent non-zero vectors and zero vectors. The action time of the two vectors is applied several times in a sampling period to control the action time of each voltage vector. In this case, each voltage vector is controlled so that the voltage space vector rotates in a way close to the circle trajectory. Furthermore, the actual magnetic flux generated by the different switching states of the inverter can approach the ideal flux circle. The
The goal of this stage is to calculate the duty cycle of three upper bridge PWM of inverter. The HDL model is shown in Fig. 52. The calculated duty cycle will be sent to the PWM module for generating PWMs.

![Figure 51. The model of SVPWM](image)

### 5.4 Simulation Results

Before generating the Verilog code for PFGA chip, the performance of FOC algorithm model should be tested. The simulation results are presented here. The top level of the model is shown in Fig. 53. The inputs are position information, speed information, three-phase current feedback. The outputs are 6 PWMs. Fig. 54 shows the three-phases feedback current. The glitch at the beginning is due to the transient state. Fig. 55 shows the calculated duty cycle. The range of modulation is from 0 to 1000. However, the duty-cycle cannot be too large or too small in case of pulse PWM signal. Therefore, the modulation range is limited. Fig. 56 shows the stator current of id and iq, where id represents the flux, iq represents the torque. Based on the simulation results, the FOC algorithm model is successfully built.
Figure 52. The top level of the FOC model

Figure 53. The three-phase current feedback
Figure 54. The calculated duty-cycle

Figure 55. The stator current
5.5 Hardware Implementation Results

In order to evaluate the performance of this model-based FOC algorithm design, the hardware implementation results are presented in this section. The evaluation board for this thesis is T222 Starter Kit from Silicon Mobility, as shown in Fig. 57.

![T222 Starter Kit](image)

Figure 56. T222 Starter Kit

5.5.1 Resolver to Digital Converter

Since the PMSM we used is a resolver-type motor, a resolver to digital converter (RDC) is needed in our design. Besides, since T222 starter kit only has quadrature encoder interface, the position information should be convert in to phase A, phase B and Index signal for T222 starter kit. Therefore, the EVAL-AD2S1210SDZ evaluation board which from ANALOG DEVICES is utilized for RDC. The functional block diagram of AD2S1210 chip is shown in Fig. 58. The reference oscillator generates excitation signal to the resolver of PMSM, then resolver will generate sine and cosine signals to AD2S1210 chip. After done the calculation of sine and cosine signal, the position register will send the position information to encoder emulator. Through the
encoder emulation process, the A, B and Index signal for encoder interface will be generated. Fig. 59 shows the waveform of Encoder signal.

Figure 57. The functional block diagram of AD2S1210 (left) and the evaluation board (right)

Figure 58. Phase A (yellow), Phase B (blue) and Index (red) signal
### 5.5.2 T222 Starter Kit implementation results

Since one of our goals is to achieve 100 kHz switching frequency, the PWM output signal is among the top concern. Here, the SiC-based three-phase inverter is utilized. It is worth to point out that the dead-band time for SiC devices is required. Fig. 60 shows the complementary PWM signal for one inverter bridge. From the figure, we can observe that the frequency is 100 kHz. Fig. 61 shows the zoom-in figure of the dead-band time, the dead-band time is set to be 300 ns, which meet the requirements. Fig. 62 shows the three-upper bridge PWM, which are center aligned.

![Figure 59. Complementary PWM signal](image-url)
Fig. 63 shows the implementation results of torque mode close loop control. The first row shows the three-phase current. They have 120-degree phase shift with each other. The peak to peak value
of current is 6 A. The second row shows the position feedback of PMSM. Here, a 16-bit counter is utilized to represent the position information. Here, counter up means the inverse direction and counter down means the forward direction. The third row shows the output of flux PI controller and torque PI controller. Since we only need to control torque, the reference value of flux is set zero. The behavior of Vq is corresponding to the position information, which means when the torque command is positive, the motor run at forward direction and when the torque command is negative, the motor run at inverse direction. The last row shows the duty cycle for each PWM generator.

Figure 62. Results of torque mode close loop control
Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis discussed and addressed several issues regarding the HESS power management strategy and FPGA implementations. The following shows the details:

1. A global-level fuzzy-logic based power management strategy for a standalone PV system with hybrid energy storage devices is presented, which has the following targets: 1) smooth out the PV power; 2) optimize the power distribution between the battery and the UC; 3) extend the battery lifespan. Furthermore, system configurations of stand-alone PV systems with or without HESS are reviewed and compared in depth. Control algorithms for the power management strategy are reviewed and compared. Simulation results are given to evaluate the performance of proposed strategy.

2. In order to realize optimal power distribution in double-sources energy storage system of HEVs or PHEVs, a fuzzy logic control strategy is proposed. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed energy management strategy, the simulation models are developed. The models are tested under several typical driving cycles provided by US EPA. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the influence of the proposed control strategy on the battery life, the temperature-related battery degradation model is implemented. The results show that the proposed fuzzy logic control can effectively reduce battery degradation to 17 percentages.
3. The fuzzy logic power management algorithm has been successfully implemented in EP3C5E144C8 FPGA with the purpose of fast and reliable performance. The VHDL code for fuzzy logic algorithm is designed. FIL verifications have been provided to validate the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm. The comparison between Modelsim simulation results and FPGA results is presented to show the effectiveness of digital realization.

4. In order to test the potential of the FPGA chip, a model-based FOC algorithm for PMSM is presented. The HDL Coder tool box is utilized for building the model and generating Verilog code for FPGA. The simulation results verified the functionality and effectiveness of FOC algorithm. The high switching frequency shows the power of FPGA technology and makes the SiC devices possible.

6.2 Future Work

This thesis still has the potential for improvement. Researchers who are interested in HESS and FPGA technology should take the following aspects into consideration.

1. **Sizing issue.** In chapter 2, the fuzzy logic power management strategy for HESS is presented. It is no doubt that the optimal power distribution will minimize the additional cost of battery storage and in result reduce the cost of whole system. Therefore, the sizing issue of HESS should be addressed. By choosing the proper specifications of energy storages (batteries, UCs and PVs), the performance as well as the cost-effectiveness of HESS will be improved.

2. **Race and hazard issue.** In Chapter 3, the digital realization of fuzzy-logic power management strategy is presented. The FIL results show the effectiveness of the design. However, there are some spikes and glitches in the FIL results. Basically, this is caused by race and hazard, which is the behavior of digital circuit where the output is dependent on the sequence or timing of other
 uncontrollable events. It becomes a bug when events do not happen in the order the programmer intended. To prevent this issue, the output signal of each design stage should be strictly synchronized. In that case, the timing-constraint tool is required and the gate-level simulation of the digital circuit should be carried out.

3. **Common mode noise issue.** In Chapter 4, the FOC algorithm for PMSM with 100 kHz switching frequency is presented. The high switching frequency can shrink down the size and weight of PMSM without jeopardize the performance. However, when the switching frequency goes up, the common mode noise becomes larger too. Thus, the common mode choke for compensating such noise is required and the noisier the common mode noise, the larger the common mode choke is needed. In that case, the advantage of small PMSM will be neutralized by the big common mode choke. Therefore, the good combination of switching frequency and common mode size will improve the performance of whole system.
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Appendix 1. Core Code for Fuzzy Logic Algorithm

--buserror membership function--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

entity buserror is
port(
clk : in std_logic;
reset : in std_logic;
input : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
grade1 : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
grade2 : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0)
);
end buserror;

architecture behave of buserror is

constant point1:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"00";
constant point2:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"40";
constant point3:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"80";
constant point4:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"C0";
constant point5:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"FF";
constant slope :std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"04";
signal u1: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);
signal u2: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);
begin

process (reset, clk)
begin

if reset='1' then u1 <= x"0000"; u2 <= x"0000";
else

--if clk'event and clk='1' then

if (input >= point1) and (input < point2) then
  u1 <= x"FF"*((input-point1)*slope);
  u2 <= (input-point1)*slope;
elsif (input >= point2) and (input < point3) then
  u2 <= x"FF"*((input-point2)*slope);
  u1 <= (input-point2)*slope;
elsif (input >= point3) and (input < point4) then
  u1 <= x"FF"*((input-point3)*slope);
  u2 <= (input-point3)*slope;
elsif (input >= point4) and (input < point5) then
  u2 <= x"FF"*((input-point4)*slope);
  u1 <= (input-point4)*slope;
else
  u2 <= x"0000";
  u1 <= x"FFFF";
end if;
end if;

end process;

grade1 <= u1 (7 downto 0);
grade2 <= u2 (7 downto 0);
end architecture;
--pdem membership function--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

entity Pdem is
  port(
    clk     : in std_logic;
    reset   : in std_logic;
    input   : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
    grade1  : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
    grade2  : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0)
  );
end Pdem;

architecture behave of Pdem is

constant point1:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"00";
constant point2:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"40";
constant point3:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"60";
constant point4:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"80";
constant point5:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"A0";
constant point6:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"C0";
constant point7:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"FF";
constant slope1:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"03";
constant slope2:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"08";

signal u1: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);
signal u2: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);

begin

process (reset, clk)
begin

if reset='1' then u1 <= x"0000"; u2 <= x"0000";
else

--if clk'event and clk='1' then

if (input >= point1) and (input < point2) then
u1 <= x"FF"-((input-point1)*slope1);
u2 <= x"0000";
elsif (input >= point2) and (input < point3) then
u1 <= x"FF"-((input-point2)*slope1);
u2 <= (input-point2)*slope2;
elsif (input >= point3) and (input < point4) then
u2 <= x"FF"-((input-point3)*slope2);
u1 <= (input-point3)*slope2;
elsif (input >= point4) and (input < point5) then
u1 <= x"FF"-((input-point4)*slope2);
u2 <= (input-point4)*slope2;
elsif (input >= point5) and (input < point6) then
u2 <= x"FF"-((input-point5)*slope2);
u1 <= (input-point5)*slope1;
elsif (input >= point6) and (input < point7) then
u1 <= (input-point6)*slope1;
u2 <= x"0000";
else
u1 <= x"FFFF";
u2 <= x"0000";
end if;
end if;

end process;
grade1 <= u1 (7 downto 0);
grade2 <= u2 (7 downto 0);

end architecture;

--SOC membership function--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

entity SOC is
port(
clk     : in std_logic;
reset   : in std_logic;
input   : in std_logic_vector  (7 downto 0);
grade1  : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
grade2  : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0)
);
end SOC;

architecture behave of SOC is

constant point1:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"00";
constant point2:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"33";
constant point3:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"3E";
constant point4:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"C3";
constant point5:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"CC";
constant point6:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"FF";
constant slope1:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"17";
constant slope2:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"1C";
signal u1: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);
signal u2: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);

begin

process (reset, clk)
begin

if reset='1' then u1 <= x"0000"; u2 <=x"0000";
else
--if clk'event and clk='1' then

if (input >= point1) and (input < point2) then
u1 <= x"FFFF";
u2 <= x"0000";
elif (input >= point2) and (input < point3) then
u1 <= x"FF"-((input-point2)*slope1);
u2 <= (input-point2)*slope1;
elif (input >= point3) and (input < point4) then
u2 <= x"FFFF";
u1 <= x"0000";
elif (input >= point4) and (input < point5) then
u2 <= x"FF"-((input-point4)*slope2);
u1 <= (input-point4)*slope2;
elif (input >= point5) and (input < point6) then
u1 <= x"FFFF";

end if;
end process;
end;

u2 <= x"0000";
else
u1 <= x"FFFF";
u2 <= x"0000";
end if;
end if;
end process;

grade1 <= u1 (7 downto 0);
grade2 <= u2 (7 downto 0);

end architecture;

--Ucap membership function--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

entity Ucap is
port(
clk     : in std_logic;
reset   : in std_logic;
input   : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
grade1  : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
grade2  : out std_logic_vector (7 downto 0)
);
end Ucap;

architecture behave of Ucap is

constant point1 : std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"00";
constant point2:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"29";
constant point3:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"37";
constant point4:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"DF";
constant point5:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"EF";
constant point6:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"FF";
constant slope1:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"17";
constant slope2:std_logic_vector (7 downto 0):= x"1C";
signal u1: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);
signal u2: std_logic_vector (15 downto 0);

begin

process (reset, clk)
begin
if reset='1' then u1 <= x"0000"; u2 <=x"0000";
else
--if clk'event and clk='1' then

if (input >= point1) and (input < point2) then
  u1 <= x"FFFF";
  u2 <= x"0000";
elsif (input >= point2) and (input < point3) then
  u1 <= x"FF"-((input-point2)*slope1);
  u2 <= (input-point2)*slope1;
elsif (input >= point3) and (input < point4) then
  u2 <= x"FFFF";
  u1 <= x"0000";
elsif (input >= point4) and (input < point5) then
  u2 <= x"FF"-((input-point4)*slope2);

end if;
end process;
end;

u1 <= (input-point4)*slope2;
elsif (input >= point5) and (input < point6) then
  u1 <= x"FFFF";
  u2 <= x"0000";
else
  u1 <= x"FFFF";
  u2 <= x"0000";
end if;
end if;

end process;

grade1 <= u1 (7 downto 0);
grade2 <= u2 (7 downto 0);

end architecture;

--findmax function--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

package findmax is
  function maximum(a,b:    in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0))
    return std_logic_vector;
end findmax;

package body findmax is
  function maximum(a,b:    in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0))
    return std_logic_vector is
    variable max: std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
    begin
      if   (a<b) then max:=b;
else  max:=a;
end if;
return max;
end function maximum;
end findmax;

--findmin function--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

package findmin is

function minimum(a,b: in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)) return std_logic_vector;
end findmin;

package body findmin is

function minimum(a,b: in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)) return std_logic_vector is
variable min: std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
begin
if (a<b) then min:=a;
else  min:=b;
end if;
return min;
end function minimum;
end findmin;

--rulebase--
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;
use work.findmin.all;
use work.findmax.all;
entity rulebase is

port(
clock : in std_logic;
Reset : in std_logic;
buser, ucap, perr, soc : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
grade1, grade2, grade3, grade4, grade5, grade6, grade7, grade8 : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
NL, NS, ZZ, PS, PL, NLARGE, NSMALL, ZERO, PSMALL, PLARGE : out std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
);
end rulebase;

architecture behave of rulebase is

signal NL1, NS1, NS2, NS3, NS4, ZZ1, ZZ2, ZZ3, ZZ4, ZZ5, ZZ6, ZZ7, ZZ8, PS1, PS2, PS3, PS4, PL1, PL2:
std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
signal nlp1, nlp2, nsp1, nsp2, zzp1, zzp2, zzp3, zzp4, zzp5, zzp6, zzp7, zzp8, zzp9, zzp10, zzp11, psp1, psp2, plp1, plp2:
std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);

BEGIN
process (clock)--r1
begin
if (clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"00" and buser<x"40") and (ucap>=x"00" and ucap<x"DF") and (soc>=x"00" and soc<x"C3")
then PS1 <= grade1;
   psp1 <= grade1;
else ps1 <= x"00"; psp1 <= x"00";
end if;
end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r2
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"00" and buser<x"80") and (soc>=x"00" and soc<x"C3")
then PS2 <= grade2;
    zzp1 <= grade2;
    else ps2 <= x"00"; zzp1 <= x"00";
end if;
end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r3
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if buser>=x"40" and buser<x"C0"
then ZZ1 <= grade1;
    zzp2 <= grade1;
    else zz1 <= x"00"; zzp2 <= x"00";
end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r4
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"80" and buser<x"FF") and (soc>=x"3E" and soc<x"FF")
then NS1 <= grade2;
    zzp3 <= grade2;
    else ns1 <= x"00"; zzp3 <= x"00";
end if;
end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r5
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser >= x"C0" and buser < x"FF") and (ucap >= x"37" and ucap <= x"FF") and (soc >= x"3E" and soc <= x"FF")
then NS2 <= grade1;
    ns1 <= grade1;
    else ns2 <= x"00"; ns1 <= x"00";
    end if;
    end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock) -- r6
BEGIN
if (clock'event and clock = '1') then
if (ucap >= x"00" and ucap < x"DF") and (perr >= x"00" and perr < x"40")
then ZZ2 <= grade5;
    plp1 <= grade5;
    else zz2 <= x"00"; plp1 <= x"00";
    end if;
end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock) -- r7
BEGIN
if (clock'event and clock = '1') then
if (perr >= x"00" and perr < x"80") and (soc >= x"00" and soc <= x"C3")
then PS3 <= grade6;
    zzp4 <= grade6;
    else ps3 <= x"00"; zzp4 <= x"00";
    end if;
end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock) -- r8
BEGIN
if (clock'event and clock = '1') then
if (perr >= x"40" and perr < x"C0")
then ZZ3 <= grade5;
zzp5 <= grade5;
    else zz3<= x"00";zzp5<= x"00";
    end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r9
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if(perr>=x"80" and perr<x"FF") and (soc>=x"3E" and soc<x"FF")
then NS3 <= grade6;
    zzp6 <= grade6;
    else ns3<= x"00";zzp6<= x"00";
    end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r10
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (ucap>=x"37" and ucap<x"FF") and (perr>=x"C0" and perr<=x"FF")
then ZZ4 <= grade5;
    nlp1 <= grade5;
    else zz4<= x"00";nlp1<= x"00";
    end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r20
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"00" and buser<x"40") and (ucap>=x"00" and ucap<=x"DF")
then ZZ5 <= grade1;
    plp2 <= grade1;
    else zz5<= x"00";plp2<= x"00";
    end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r11
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"00" and buser<x"40") and (soc>=x"00" and soc<x"C3")
then PL1 <= grade1;
    zzp7 <= grade1;
    else pl1<= x"00";zzp7<= x"00";
    end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r12
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"00" and buser<x"80") and (ucap>=x"00" and ucap<x"DF")
then ZZ6 <= grade2;
    psp2 <= grade2;
    else zz6<= x"00";psp2<= x"00";
    end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r13
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"80" and buser<x"FF") and (ucap>=x"37" and ucap<x"FF")
then ZZ7 <= grade2;
    nsp2 <= grade2;
    else zz7<= x"00";nsp2<= x"00";
    end if; end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r14
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"C0" and buser<x"FF") and (ucap>=x"37" and ucap<x"FF")
then ZZ8 <= grade1;
   nlp2 <= grade1;
else zz8<= x"00";nlp2<= x"00";
   end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r15
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (buser>=x"C0" and buser<x"FF") and (ucap>=x"3E" and ucap<x"FF")
then NL1 <= grade1;
   zzp8 <= grade1;
else nl1<= x"00";zzp8<= x"00";
   end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r16
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (ucap>=x"DF" and ucap<x"FF") and (perr>=x"00" and perr<x"40") and (soc>=x"00" and soc<x"C3")
then PL2 <= minimum(grade3,grade5);
   zzp9 <= minimum(grade3,grade5);
else pl2<= x"00";zzp9<= x"00";
   end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r17
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (ucap>=x"DF" and ucap<x"FF") and (perr>=x"00" and perr<x"80") and (soc>=x"00" and soc<x"C3")
then
then PS4 <= minimum(grade3,grade6);
zzp10 <= minimum(grade3,grade6);
else ps4<= x"00";zzp10<= x"00";
end if;end if;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clock)--r18
BEGIN
if(clock'event and clock='1') then
if (perr>=x"80" and perr<x"FF") and (soc>=x"3E" and soc<x"FF")
then NS4 <= grade6;
zzp11 <= grade6;
else ns4<= x"00";zzp11<= x"00";
end if;end if;
end process;

process (clock)
begin
--if (clock'event and clock='1') then
NL     <= NL1;
NS     <= maximum(maximum(NS1,NS2),maximum(NS3,NS4));
ZZ     <=
maximum(maximum(maximum(ZZ1,ZZ2),maximum(ZZ3,ZZ4)),maximum(maximum(ZZ5,ZZ6),maximum(ZZ7,ZZ8)));
PS     <= maximum(maximum(PS1,PS2),maximum(PS3,PS4));
PL     <= maximum(PL1,PL2);
NLARGE <= maximum(nlp1,nlp2);
NSMALL <= maximum(nsp1,nsp2);
PSMALL <= maximum(psp1,psp2);
PLARGE <= maximum(plp1,plp2);
ZERO   <=
maximum(maximum(maximum(maximum(zzp1,zzp2),maximum(zzp3,zzp4)),maximum(maximum(zzp5,zzp6),maximum(zzp7,zzp8)))),maximum(maximum(zzp9,zzp10),maximum(zzp11,zzp11)));
--end if;
end process;

end architecture;

--aggregation--

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

entity aggregation is
port(
    clk : in std_logic;
    reset : in std_logic;
    nl,ns,zz,ps,pl : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
    nlarge,nsmall,zero,psmall,plarge : in std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
    pbat1,pbat2 : out std_logic_vector (19 downto 0);
    pcap1,pcap2 : out std_logic_vector (19 downto 0)
);
end aggregation;

architecture behave of aggregation is

signal pbat, pcap : std_logic_vector (19 downto 0);
signal nlb,nsb,zzb,psb,plb,nlp,nsp,zzp,psp,plp : std_logic_vector (19 downto 0);

begin

process (clk,reset)

begin

pbat <= nl*x"020"+ns*x"060"+zz*x"080"+ps*x"0A0"+pl*x"0E0";

end process;

end architecture;
pcap <= nlarge*x"02A"+nsmall*x"055"+zero*x"080"+psmall*x"0AA"+plarge*x"0D4";
nlb  <= x"000" & nl; nlp <= x"000" & nlarge;
nsb  <= x"000" & ns; nsp <= x"000" & nsmall;
zzb  <= x"000" & zz; zzp <= x"000" & zero;
psb  <= x"000" & ps; psp <= x"000" & psmall;
plb  <= x"000" & pl; plp <= x"000" & plarge;

end process;

pbat1 <= pbat; pbat2 <= nlb+nsb+zzb+psb+plb;
pcap1 <= pcap; pcap2 <= nlp+nsp+zzp+psp+plp;

end architecture;